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Introduction
Let H be a second order elliptic operator acting on a domain 0/RN.
There has been a lot of work on the stability of the spectrum and the
resolvent of H under various sorts of perturbations. Perturbations of the
0th-order term are well studied. See for example [7]. There are also several
results on perturbations of the higher-order terms. Classical perturbation
theory can be applied in the case of uniform or asymptotic perturbations
(see [5]). P. Deift [4] has obtained results for measurable perturbations
in the context of scattering theory. More recent results ([3]) deal with
boundary perturbations. In this paper we study Lp-perturbations of the
second-order terms.
We work on a bounded Euclidean domain 0/RN which we assume
initially to have a C1 boundary. The operators involved are uniformly
elliptic with real measurable coefficients and satisfy Dirichlet boundary
conditions. We first prove eigenvalue stability, but our main aim is the
stability of the resolvent in trace classes.
If one is only interested in the fact of convergence rather than controlling
the rate, then a simple approach based upon the monotone or dominated
convergence theorem exists. However, quantitative control by such
methods is not possible.
We emphasize the fact that we deal with operators with measurable coef-
ficients. If one restricts attention to the smooth coefficient case, then
standard methods of perturbation theory involve assuming uniform bounds
on the first derivatives of the coefficients. Such bounds are not needed in
our approach and are not always available in applications: apart from
being more general, the measurable coefficients hypothesis is necessary for
the study of the heat transport in a body with randomly distributed
impurities. In particular we study the asymptotic form of the heat diffusion
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in a uniform medium containing a large number of impurities each of small
volume; see Proposition 16.
We make use of a formula of Deift [4] that was used in the late seven-
ties in scattering theory. Our main result is Theorem 9, where we establish
Lipschitz continuity of the resolvent in trace ideals as the coefficients vary
in Lp spaces. It turns out that the proof depends heavily on Lp bounds on
the gradients of the eigenfunctions of the operators involved. Such bounds
are available from [6] and that is where boundary regularity is needed. We
show that the C1 condition on the boundary can be weakened to a
Lipschitz condition. In the last part of the paper we apply our main results
to examine how the heat transport in a body is affected by small impurities.
Finally, we identify the limit operators that describe the heat diffusion
when the conductivity of the impurities becomes infinite or zero and we
study the latter.
In a paper that will appear soon, we shall generalize these results in three
directions: we shall be working on Riemannian manifolds, with weighted
Laplace-Beltrami operators and Neumann and mixed boundary conditions.
The Technical Setting
Let 0/RN be bounded with a C1 boundary. For a positive definite
matrix a=[aij (x)] depending measurably upon x # 0 we denote by Ha the
self-adjoint operator on L2(0) given formally by
Ha=&:
i

xi {aij (x)

xj=
subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions.
We assume from now on that Ha is uniformly elliptic, so that defining
d: W1, 20 (0)  
N
r=1
L2(0), df={f,
we have
Ha=d*ad. (1)
Equivalently, f # Dom(Ha) if and only if f # W1, 20 (0) and there exists
h # L2(0) such that
|
0
a{ f } {, dx=|
0
h, dx all , # W1, 20 (0) (or C

c (0))
in which case we define Ha f=h.
303spectral stability
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It is well known that such an operator has a discrete spectrum 0<*1, a<
*2, a*3, a } } } and that there exists a complete orthonormal set of eigen-
functions [,n, a], Ha ,n,a=*n,a,n, a .
We also set Ra=(Ha+1)&1. Finally, for any symmetric matrix w defined
on 0 and bounded away from & and + we denote by Qw the quad-
ratic form
Qw( f, g)=|
0
w{f } {g dx
with Dom(Qw)=W1, 20 (0) so that, in particular, Qa is the quadratic form
associated to Ha .
We quote from [6] the following regularity result, which will turn out
to be crucial for our results. See also [8, p 90] for a proof of the fact that
the C1 condition is sufficient.
Theorem 1. Let 0/RN be bounded with a C 1 boundary and let Ha be
uniformly elliptic on L2(0). There exists a Q, 2<Q<, depending only on
the ellipticity constants of Ha such that for any 2q<Q the equation
Ha u=f
with f # LNq(N+q) has a unique solution u # W1, q0 and
&u&W1 , qcq& f &Nq(N+q) . (2)
In fact, Q depends only on the ratio of the ellipticity constants of Ha .
When the ratio is very large Q is close to 2, while for a ratio very close to
one Q is close to +.
Eigenvalue Stability
In this section we show how a simple application of the min-max prin-
ciple yields stability estimates for the eigenvalues of a uniformly elliptic
operator when the coefficients vary in L p spaces. We shall need the
following
Lemma 2. Let H be a positive self-adjoint operator with compact
resolvent and let Q be the corresponding quadratic form. If *1*2*3 } } }
are the eigenvalues of H, then for any k # N
:
k
n=1
*n=inf :
k
n=1
Q( fn) (3)
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where the infimum is taken over all orthonormal sets [ f1 , ..., fk]/
Dom(H12).
Proof. It is clear that the left-hand side in (3) is larger than the right-
hand side. Let [,n]n=1 be a complete orthonormal system of eigenfunc-
tions of H with H,n=*n ,n . Let [ fn]kn=1 be an orthonormal subset of
Dom(H12) and write
fn= :

m=1
anm,m , n=1, ..., k.
Then
:
k
n=1
Q( fn)= :
k
n=1
:
x
m=1
|anm | 2 *m
and the result follows since the orthonormality of [ fn] implies
:
k
n=1
|anm | 21. K
Let Ha , Hb be uniformly elliptic. By ca we shall denote any constant that
depends only on the ellipticity constants of Ha . More generally, if w is any
scalar- or matrix-valued function on 0, a subindex w shall indicate
dependence only on &w& and &w&1& .
We have the following
Theorem 3. There exists a number P=Pa, b , 2<P<+, such that for
all p>P and all k # N we have
} :
k
n=1
*n,b&*n,a }cp, a, b &b&a& p k1+2N+1P. (4)
Proof. From the lemma we have
:
k
n=1
Qa(,n,a)= :
k
n=1
*n, a :
k
n=1
Qa(,n, b),
:
k
n=1
Qb(,n,b)= :
k
n=1
*n, b :
k
n=1
Qb(,n, a).
Subtracting we get
:
k
n=1
Qb&a(,n,b) :
k
n=1
*n, b&*n, a :
k
n=1
Qb&a(,n, a) (5)
305spectral stability
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and hence
} :
k
n=1
*n, b&*n, a }max{} :
k
n=1
Qb&a(,n, a)} } } :
k
n=1
Qb&a(,n,b) }=
 :
k
n=1
[ |Qb&a(,n, a)|+|Qb&a(,n, b)|]. (6)
Denoting by ,n either ,n,a or ,n, b we have for any 1<p<
|Qb&a(,n)|= } |0 (b&a) {,n } {,n dx }
&b&a&p &{,n &22p$ (7)
where p$=p( p&1).
If the constants Qa , Qb are as in Theorem 1 and we set Q0=
min[Qa, Qb], then (2) implies
&d,n &qcq*n&,n&Nq(N+q) , all q<Q0 . (8)
Now, it is a standard ultracontractivity result (see [2, p. 63]) that for any
2s the semigroup e&Hat maps L2 into Ls and in fact
&e&Hat f &sct&N(s&2)4s, all f # L2. (9)
In particular
&,n&sce*ntt-N(s&2)4s
so that optimising over t>0 we conclude that
&,n&sc*N(s&2)4sn , 2s.
It follows from (8) that
&d,n &qcq* (N+2&2Nq)4n , all q<Q0 (10)
and so
&d,n&2p$cp * (12)+(N4P)n , all p>P (11)
where P is such that 2P$=Q0 .
Since *nca, bn2N, (11) implies
&d,n &2p$cp,a, bn(1N)+(12P), all p>P.
306 g. barbatis
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It follows that
} :
k
n=1
*n, b&*n, a }cp, a, b&b&a&p :
k
n=1
n(2N)+(1p), all n # N
which proves the theorem since
:
k
n=1
n(2N)+(1p)tk1+(2N)+(1p) as k  . K
Here and below, the symbol t indicates that either the ratio of two
quantities converges to one, or that it is bounded away from zero and
infinity. The meaning intended will be clear from the context.
Standard perturbation theory arguments can also be used to estimate the
differences *n, b&*n, a , and one can prove that there exists P =P a,b such
that
|*n, b&*n, a |cp, a, b&b&a&p n(2N)+(1P), all p>P.
This, of course, implies (4) with P replaced by P .
This theorem says a lot about the stability of eigenvalues, but there are
further questions that one can pose. In our main theorem we establish
stability of the resolvents in trace classes. Such a result not only implies
eigenvalue stability, it also yields stability of the spectral projections and,
hence, of eigenspaces and eigenfunctions.
Preliminary Results
In order to compare the resolvents of two operators we shall need the
following well known result, a proof of which can be found in [4].
Proposition 4. Let T: H1  H2 be closed and densely defined. Let
H=T*T, F=TT*. Then Sp(H) _ [0]=Sp(F ) _ [0] and if +  Sp(H),
+{0, then
(i) +(H++) &1+T*(F++) &1T=1
(ii) (F++) &1 T=T(H++) &1
and dually
(i)$ +(F++)&1+T(H++)&1T*=1
(ii)$ (H++)&1T*=T*(F++)&1.
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Moreover, +{0 is an eigenvalue of H if and only if it is an eigenvalue of F
and if so the two multiplicities coincide.
Note that not only we may have 0 # Sp(F ) while 0  Sp(H), it may also
be the case that Ker(F ) is infinite dimensional. This will turn out to be an
important feature of this problem.
Equation (12) below is an analogue of the resolvent formula
(&2+V1)&1&(&2+V2)&1=&(&2+V1)&1 (V1&V2)(&2+V2)&1
which is useful for the study of 0th-order perturbations. We set
ra=a12d: L2(0)  L2(0),
so that Ha=ra*ra by (1), and define
Fa=ra ra*: L2(0)  L2(0).
Lemma 5. There exist partial isometries Ua , Ub : L2(0)  L2(0) such
that
Rb&Ra=Ub*G(Fb) b12(b&1&a&1) a12G(Fa)Ua (12)
where G(t)=t12(t+1).
Proof. From Proposition 4 and we have
Rb&Ra=&rb*(Fb+1)&1 rb+ra*(Fa+1)&1 ra
=&d*[(dd*+b&1)&1&(dd*+a&1)&1]d
=d*(dd*+b&1)&1 (b&1&a&1)(dd*+a&1)&1 d
=rb*(Fb+1)&1 b12(b&1&a&1) a12(Fa+1)&1 ra .
Using polar decomposition we can write ra=|ra*|Ua and observe that
|ra*|=Fa 12. K
As we shall see later, the fact that G(0)=0 is crucial, in view of the fact
that the kernels of Fa and Fb are infinite dimensional.
For 1r< let Cr denote the trace ideal
Cr=[A # B(L2(0))| tr |A| r<]
normed by
&A&C r=(tr |A| r)1r
308 g. barbatis
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or, equivalently,
&A&C r={:n +n(A)
r=
1r
(13)
where [+n(A)] are the singular values of A.
Lemma 5 yields at once the following
Corollary 6. For any r>N2 there exists a constant cr, a,b such that
&Rb&Ra&C rcr, a, b&b&a& . (14)
Proof. Using Holder's inequality for trace ideals, we have for any
1r,
&Rb&Ra&r&G(Fb)&2r &b12(b&1&a&1)a12& &G(Fa)&2r
Since G(0)=0, Proposition 4 and (13) imply that
&G(Fa)&2r=\:n G(*n, a)
2r+
12r
where [*n, a] are the eigenvalues of Ha . Since *n,atn2N as n  , we
conclude that &G(Fa)&2r< if and only if r>N, and the same holds for
&G(Fb)&2r . (14) follows if we note that
&b12(b&1&a&1)a12&<ca,b&b&a& . K
What we are interested in is to obtain estimates of this type but with the
L norm being replaced by some other Lp norm, with p being as small
as possible. See Proposition 16 for a physical interpretation of this
requirement.
A Negative Result
Before continuing, let us see why a certain approach which seems,
probably, more natural and efficient does not actually work in the problem
we are interested in.
A theorem of Birman and Solomjak [1] asserts that the eigenvalues
[*n] of Ha satisfy
*ntcN {|0 (det a&1)12=
&2N
n2N as n   (15)
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so that, in particular,
*&1n cN&a
&1&N2 n2N.
Hence, for any q>N2,
&H&1a &q=\:n *
&q
n +
1q
cN &a&1&N2 \:n n
&2qN+
1q
=cN, q&a&1&N2 . (16)
If the map a&1 [ H&1a =(d*ad )
&1 were linear, which seems as though it
could be in view of what the formula
(Hb++)&1&(Ha++)&1=d*(dd*++b&1)&1 (b&1&a&1)(dd*++a&1)&1d
looks like as +  0, then we would conclude that
&Hb&1&Ha&1&qcq &b&1&a&1&N2 , all q>N2,
a much better result than Theorem 9 in that the range of the parameters
is better and no regularity of the boundary is needed. However, we have
the following
Lemma 7. The map a&1 [ Ha&1 is not linear.
Proof. For +>0 we have
(Hb++)&1&(Ha++)&1=Ub*G+(Fb) b12(b&1&a&1) a12G+(Fa)Ua
where G+(t)=t12(t++).
Defining Pa : L2  L2 by
Pa f={0*&12n f
if f # Ker Fa
if f # Ker(Fa&*n)
we can easily check that
&G+(Fa)&Pa&  0 as +  0
and conclude that
Hb&1&Ha&1=Tb*(b&1&a&1)Ta (17)
310 g. barbatis
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where Ta=a12PaUa . Replacing by kb, k # N, and observing that Tb=Tkb
we have
H&1kb &H
&1
a =T*kb (k
&1b&1&a&1)Ta
=k&1Tb*b&1Ta&Tb*a&1Ta
and letting k  
H&1a =Tb*a
&1Ta=Ta&1Ta
where T=: Tl . Now, suppose that Ta does not depend on a. Then
TaTa* is independent of a
O a12P2a a
12 is independent of a
O P2a=a
&12 Qa&12, some Q
O a&12 Qa&12 f=0, all f # Ker Fa
O Qg=0, all g such that d*ag=0
which is a contradiction. K
Resolvent Stability
To prove our main result, Theorem 9, we need some trace estimates for
operators of the form V G (Fa) acting on L2(0).
Let 2<p< be a parameter. We think of Sp(Fa) as a measure space
with each eigenvalue *n, a carrying a weight *Npn, a _m(*n, a), where m stands
for the multiplicity of the eigenvalue, while to 0 we asign weight +
reflecting the fact that Ker(Fa) is infinite dimensional. Associated to this
discrete measure space are the corresponding l q spaces, 1q, defined
by
l q={G : Sp(Fa)  R | G (0)=0, :n |G (*n, a)|
q *Npn,a <= , 1q<
and
l =[G : Sp(Fa)  R | sup
n
|G (*n, a)|<].
We shall denote the corresponding norm simply by & } &q although it also
depends on a and p.
311spectral stability
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Lemma 8. Let V be a measurable matrix-valued map and
G : Sp(Fa)  R. There exists Pa< such that for p>Pa and 1r,
V # Lpr(0) and G # l 2r(Sp(Fa), *Npn ) imply V G (Fa) # C
2r(L2(0)) and
&V G (Fa)&2rcp, a&V &pr &G &2r .
Proof. It is enough to prove the result for r=1,  since we can then
use interpolation. The case r= is trivial.
Let [,n, a] be a complete orthonormal system of eigenfunctions of Ha ,
say Ha,n, a=*n, a ,n, a . Then
n,a=: *&12n, a ra,n , n # N
is an orthonormal system in L2(0) that satisfies Fa n, a=*n,an,a and
spans (KerFa)=. Since G (0)=0, we have
&V G (Fa)&22=:
n
&V G (Fa) n, a &22
=:
n
|G (*n, a)| 2&V n,a&22
&V &p2 :
n
|G (*n,a)|2 &n, a&22p(p&2)
ca&V &p2 :
n
|G (*n,a)| 2 *&1n, a& d,n, a &22p( p&2) .
Setting Pa=2Qa (Qa&2) it follows from (10) that
&d,n, a&2P( p&2)cp, a* (p+N)2pn,a , all p>Pa
and we conclude that
&V G (Fa)&22cp, a&V &p2 :
n
|G (*n, a)| 2 *Npn,a
as required. K
Now we can prove the following
Theorem 9. There exists P0 satisfying 2<P0< and depending only
on 0 and the ellipticity constants of Ha and Hb such that if
(i) p>P0 (18)
and
(ii) r>
N
2
+
N
p
, (19)
312 g. barbatis
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then
&Rb&Ra&rcp, r, a,b&b&a&pr2 . (20)
Proof. We may assume that W=: b&a0 and hence write W=V2,
since otherwise we can write W=W+&W& and use the fact that
&W\ &q&W&q .
For any 1r we then have from Lemma 5
&Rb&Ra&r&G(Fb) b&12V&2r&Va&12G(Fa)&2r
so that if p>P0=: max[Pa, Pb], then
&Rb&Ra&rcp,a, b&V&2pr &G(Fb)&2r &G(Fa)&2r
by Lemma 8. We have G(0)=0 and, in fact,
&G&2r<  :
n
|G(*n, a)| 2r *nNp<
 :
n
*&r+(Np)n, a <
 :
n
n2N(&r+(Np))<

1
2
+
1
p
<
r
N
which proves the theorem. K
Remark. If the boundary 0 and the matrices a and b are sufficiently
smooth, then the constant Q in Theorem 1 can be taken to be equal to
+. This implies that the index P0 in the Theorem can be taken to be
equal to 2 in that case.
Remark. If we do not make any regularity assumptions on 0, then a
variation of Theorem 1 exists (Theorem 2 of [6]) that involves local rather
than global Sobolev estimates. Hence the conclusion of Lemma 8, and
hence of Theorem 9, is still valid under the additional assumption that the
difference b&a has compact support in 0.
Our theorem establishes the Lipschitz continuity of the map
Lpr2 % a [ Ra # Cr
when p and r satisfy (i) and (ii) and the L norms of the matrices a and
a&1 are bounded away from infinity. It is possible however to improve the
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range of both parameters p and r at the cost of replacing Lipschitz
continuity by Ho lder continuity.
Corollary 10. If p, r, s and # satisfy
p>P0, r>
N
2
+
N
p
,
N
2
<s<r, #<
r(2s&N)
s(2r&N)
(21)
then there exists a constant cp, r, s, #, a,b< such that
&Rb&Ra&scp, r, s,#,a, b &b&a&2t#prt (22)
for all 1tpr2.
Proof. From (17) we have
&Rb&Ra&qcq,a, b , all q>N2. (23)
Interpolation between (20) and (23) yields
&Rb&Ra&scp, r, s,#,a, b &b&a&#pr2 (24)
and the result follows if we apply the formula
&u&p&u& ( p&t)p &u&
tp
t
which is valid for all 1tp. K
From the above estimate we can immediately obtain stability estimates
for the eigenvalues: let [*n, a], [*n, b] be the eigenvalues of Ha and Hb
respectively.
Corollary 11. If p, r, s, # and t are as in Corollary 10 then
\:n |*n, b&*n, a |
s n&4sN+
1s
cp, r, s, a, b &b&a&2t#prt . (25)
Proof. This follows from the fact that if A, B are any two compact
operators acting on a Hilbert space H, then
\:n |+n(A)&+n(B)|
s+
1s
&A&B&Cs(H )
where [+n(A)], [+n(B)] are the singular values of the operators. See
[9, p. 20] for a proof. K
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A comparison of Theorem 3 with Theorem 9 is natural. First, we note
that the constant P of Theorem 3 is equal to P0 2, where P0 is as in
Theorem 9.
Hence, while (4) says that
} :
k
n=1
*n, b&*n, a }c &b&a& p k1+(1N)+(1P), all p>P0 2. (26)
from (25) we have

k
n=1
|*n,b&*n, a |c &b&a&pr2 k1+(1N)&(1r) (27)
whenever p>P0 and r>N2+Np. Choosing any p>P0 and
r=
N
2
+
N
p
+=
(27) gives
:
k
n=1
|*n, b&*n, a |c &b&a&( pN4)+(N2)+= k1+(1N)&(2pN(2+p))+=
while (26) for q=pN4+N2 gives
} :
k
n=1
*n, b&*n, a }c &b&a& (pN4)+(N2) k1+(2N)+(4pN+2N).
Interestingly enough, one observes that
1+
4
N
&
2p
N(2+p)
=1+
2
N
+
4
pN+2N
,
so that, in some sense, the two methods yield equally good results.
However, while (26) has the disadvantage that it involves first summing
and then taking absolute values, it is better in that q can be smaller than
pr2 in (27) and in that it does not produce the factor k= that (27) gives.
Lipschitz Domains
One of the assumptions of Theorem 9 was that the boundary 0 is C1.
At the cost of a larger P0 it is possible to replace that hypothesis by a
weaker one.
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Definition. Let D/RN be bounded. We say that 0 has the global
Lipschitz property if there exists ?: D  RN bi-Lipschitz such that
?(D)=: D has a C1 boundary.
Suppose that 0 is globally Lipschitz. There are two ways to proceed.
One is to establish W1, p bounds on the eigenfunctions of the operators
using Lemma 12 below and then proceed as before to prove Theorem 14.
The second, which we follow, is to make use of Theorem 9. In both cases
the proof is based on the fact that uniform ellipticity is preserved under
globally Lipschitz transformations.
Let M1 , M2 be the two Lipschitz constants of 0:
1
M2
|x&y||?(x)&?( y)|M1 |x&y|, all x, y # 0.
For x # 0 set x~ =?(x) and for a function (or a matrix) f # L1loc(0) define f
on 0~ by
f (x~ )=f (x), all x # 0.
Let J?, J?&1 be the Jacobian matrices of ? and ?&1 respectively, so that
&J?&cM1 , &J?&1&cM2 (28)
and
&det (J?)&cM1N , &det(J?&1 )&cM2N . (29)
Using (28), (29) and the chain rule one can easily check that for
1p
f # W1, p(0)  f # W1, p(0)
and
1
cM1NpM2
& f &1, p& f &1, pcM1M2Np& f &1,p . (30)
The following lemma describes the operator on L2(0~ ) induced by Ha .
Set $?=|det (J?)| &1.
Lemma 12. Define the matrix a1 on 0 by
a1=$?(J?)* a(J?).
and set a^=a~ 1 . Then
f # Dom(Ha)  f # Dom(Ha^)
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and if f # Dom(Ha) then
Ha^ f =($?Ha f ). (31)
Proof. First we note that Ha^ is uniformly elliptic and in fact
&a^&&$? & &J?&2 &a& , (32)
&a^&1&&$&1? & &J
&1
? &
2
 &a
&1& . (33)
It is enough to prove the one implication since the statement is sym-
metric. So, let f # Dom(Ha), Ha f=h. Then
|
0
a{ f } {, dx=|
0
h, dx, all , # Cc (0)
 |
0
a1(J?)&1 {f } (J?)&1 {, |det(J?)| dx=|
0
h, dx, all , # Cc (0)
 |
0
a~ 1{ f } {, dx=|
0
$?h , dx~ , all , # Cc (0)
and the result follows since , # Cc (0) implies , # W
1, 
c (0~ )/W
1, 2
0 (0 ). K
If for g # L2(0) we define g^=$ ?g~ # L2(0 ), it follows from Lemma 12 that
(Rag)t=Ra^g^, all g # L2(0). (34)
Lemma 13. For any 1r we have
&Rb&Ra&rcM1N2M23N2 &Rb &Ra~ &r .
Proof. For any g # L2(0) we have
&(Rb&Ra) g&cM2N2&[(Rb&Ra) g] t&
=cM2N2&(Rb &Ra^) g^&
and so
&(Rb&Ra) g&
& g&
cM1N2M23N2
&(Rb &Ra^) g^&
&g^&
. (35)
Since g [ g^ is invertible, for any subspace L of L2(0) we have
dim L=dim [ g^ | g # L]
and so the lemma follows from (35) using the min-max theorem. K
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Theorem 14. There exists P0<, P=Pa,b, J? , such that if
(i) p>P0
and
(ii) r>
N
2
+
N
p
.
then
&Rb&Ra&rcr, p, a, b,J? &b&a&pr2 .
Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 12 and 13 and
Theorem 9. K
Corollary 15. Corollaries 10 and 11 are also valid if 0 is globally
Lipschitz.
Applications and a Limit Case
A typical application of the above results examines how the heat diffu-
sion on a body is affected by the existence of impurities of different conduc-
tivity. Using Theorem 14 we establish spectral stability as the impurities
become small in volume.
Let 0/RN be bounded with a globally Lipschitz boundary. Let H
denote the Dirichlet Laplacian on 0 so that if 0 is homogeneous of con-
ductivity one, then the Dirichlet heat diffusion is discribed by the equation
ut=&Hu.
Now suppose instead that there are disjoint connected sets Sk /0, k=1,
2, ..., r, of conductivity :k {1. Then the heat equation becomes
u
t
=&Ha u (36)
where a(x) is the scalar matrix given by
a(x)={1:k
if x # 0" Sk
if x # Sk .
Set S=Sk and let |S| denote the Lebesgue measure of S. From
Theorem 14 we immediately deduce the following
Proposition 16. For P0 , p and r as in Theorem 10, we have
&R&Ra&rc(max
k
|1&:k | ) |S| 2pr. (37)
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Note that the fact that p in (16) can be strictly smaller than + is
crucial in establishing stability of the resolvent as S shrinks to a set of
measure zero.
For the sake of simplicity we assume from now on that
:1=:2= } } } =:r=: :>1.
Example 1. Suppose that there are M disjoint balls B(uk , \), k=
1, ..., M, with centre uk and the same small radius \. The following
expresses the intuition that the effect of many small randomly distributed
spherical impurities depends upon balancing the number M against the
radius \: if P0 is as above and we fix r>N2, then
&R&Ra&rc |1&:| o(1) as \  0
provided M=o(\&N).
Example 2. More detailed information can be obtained if we are only
interested in eigenvalue stability. If [*n], [*n, a] are the corresponding
eigenvalues, equation (5) and a simple argument yield
0*n, a&*n2(:&1) |
S
( |{,1 | 2+ } } } +|{,n | 2) dx (38)
where [,n] are the eigenfunctions of H.
This estimate can be improved if additional information is available. If
0 is regular enough so that &{,k&<, 1kn, (38) gives
0*n, a&*n2(:&1)(&{,1 &2 + } } } +&{,n&
2)|S|. (39)
If we assume that S shrinks uniformly in the sense that it is contained in
the ball of fixed centre x0 and radius =, then taking the Taylor expansion
of ,n around x0 yields the asymptotic inequality
0*n, a&*n2(:&1)|N( |{,1(x0)| 2+ } } } +|{,n(x0)| 2)=N+O(=N+2)
(40)
as =  0, where |N denotes the volume of the unit ball.
Example 3. Let 0 be the unit ball in RN and let
S=[x # 0 | |x|<=].
Let H= denote the corresponding operators so that H0=&2. The bottom
eigenvalue *= of H= as well as the ground state can be calculated explicitly
using separation of variables and one can see that
*= *0+kN(1&:&1) =N+2+O(=N+4), as =  0. (41)
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The constant kN can be explicitly computed: if
J&( y)=y& :

i=0
c&, i y2i, & # R
denotes the Bessel functions of the first kind of order &, then for N odd we
get
kN=
# (N&2)2
g$N (*0)
where
#&=
c2&, 1&2c&, 0 c&, 2
&c&, 0c&&, 0
and
gN( y)=
J(N&2)2( y12)
J&(N&2)2( y12)
y&(N+2)2.
*0 being the first eigenvalue of H0 or, equivalently, the least positive
solution of J(N&2)2( y12)=0. The result is also valid for N even with the
only difference that the functions J&& must be replaced by Weber's Bessel
functions of the second kind N& . The reason why we have an =N+2 in (41)
and not an =N as (40) suggests is that {,1(0)=0 in this case.
A similar formula can be obtained for higher-order eigenvalues in the
same way. The calculations as well as the results will involve additional
parameters related to the angular momentum of the corresponding eigen-
functions.
Degenerate Operators. There are further questions that one can pose
concerning the operators Ha above. It is natural to ask what happens when
the constant : converges either to zero or to infinity.
We assume from now on that S is an open subset of 0 with locally
Lipschitz boundary and that S /0. We also set U=0"S .
For 0<:<, let Qa be the quadratic form on L2(0) associated with
the operator Ha , so that
Dom(Qa)=W1, 20 (0).
Qa( f )=|
0
a(x) |{f | 2 dx, all x # W01,2.
320 g. barbatis
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Let Q be the limit of the Qa 's as :  . Clearly
Dom(Q)=[ f # W1, 20 (0) | f is constant on each Sk]
and
Q( f )=|
U
|{f | 2 dx, all f # Dom(Q).
This form is closed but not densely defined. It is however densely defined
if considered as acting on the Hilbert space L2(A, +)/L2(0) where
A=: [_1] _ } } } _ [_r] _ U is the measure space defined by
{+(_k)=|Sk |,+(E )=|E |,
k=1, ..., r
all E/U
and one easily checks that the Lipschitz condition implies that the space
D=: Dom(Q) & Cc (0)
is a core of Q .
The study of the operator H on L2(A) associated to the form Q and
its dependence on the Sk 's and their relative position is a very interesting
problem which is under investigation.
The case :  0 is much simpler and in fact the Lipschitz condition on S
can be weakened to the condition |S|=0. Let Q$n=lim:  0 Qa so that
Dom(Q$n)=W1, 20 (0)
and
Q$n( f )=|
U
|{f | 2 dx, all f # Dom(Q$n).
Let V be the closure in W1, 2(U) of the set
V0=[ f |U | f # Cc (0)]
and define the quadratic form Qn on L2(0) by
Dom(Qn)=[ f # L2(0) | f |U # V]
and
Qn( f )=|
U
|{f | 2 dx, all f # Dom(Qn).
The proof of the following proposition is simple and is omitted:
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Proposition 17. (i) Qn is densely defined and closed and (ii) Cc (0) is
a core of Qn and (hence) Qn is the form closure of Q$n .
Let Hn be the self-adjoint operator on L2(0) associated with the form
Qn . Formally, one can write
Hn=&:
i

xi {a0(x)

xi=
where
a0(x)={10
if x # U
if x # S.
Let HV be the self-adjoint operator on L2(U) associated with the quadratic
form QV , where
Dom(QV)=V
and
QV ( f )=|
U
|{f | 2 dx, all f # V.
HV is the Laplacian on U satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions on 0
and Neumann boundary conditions on S.
In accordance with our intuition we have the following
Theorem 18. The spaces L2(S) and L2(U) are invariant under the action
of Hn and writing
L2(0)=L2(S)L2(U) (42)
we have
(i) Dom(Hn)=L2(S)Dom(HV) (43)
(ii) Hn=0HV . (44)
Proof. First, we note that whether or not a function in L2(0) lies in
Dom(Qn) or Dom(Hn) depends only on its restriction on U. Now, let
f # Dom(Hn), Hn f=g. Then f # Dom(Qn) and
|
U
{f } {, dx=|
0
g, dx, all , # Cc (0).
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It follows that g|S=0 and
|
U
{f } {, dx=|
U
g, dx, all , # V0. (45)
Since f # Dom(Qn) implies f |U # V, it follows that f |U # Dom(HV) and
HV( f |U)= g | U . (46)
Conversely, let f # L2(0) be such that f | U=: f1 # Dom(HV), HV f1=: g, say.
Then f1 # V and
|
U
{f1 } {, dx=|
U
g, dx, all , # V
which clearly implies that f # Dom(Hn) and Hn f=0g. K
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